LETTER FROM THE EDITORS

I am incredibly thankful for the opportunity this past year to work on Prism, an organization that strives to provide a space for students to share their passions and art. I’ve had the privilege of working alongside Assistant Editor Christine Castles, as we’ve worked to build an inspiring and unique publication for OSU. My personal goal has always been to be part of this kind of organization.

While working on this year’s publication, Christine and I noticed many examples of self-expression in work that was turned in. There also seemed to be a release from some of society’s pressures, as well as a greater sense of self-acceptance. This led us to title the issue “Bodies.” This was one way to represent the ever changing differences that make individuals unique. We live in a dark and gray world, but our differences bring brightness to the world. “Bodies” not only represents our anatomy but serves as an outline for everything we go through. We aimed to point out that there’s no shame in expressing who we are and sharing positive and negative experiences that make us who we are. This issue of Prism can remind us that we’re all made up of the same, basic components and that we’re in charge of who we want to be and how we want to be seen.

I want to thank everyone who believed in me and never stopped showing support, when I took the step forward as editor of Prism. A special thanks to my advisor, Steven Sandberg, for his amazing advice all year long. Thanks to the volunteers—their hard work will be forever appreciated. More thanks—huge thanks—to the creative team. Our vision would not have come to fruition without them. Lastly, thanks to the former editor, Natalie Harris, for believing in me and pushing me to be my best self. It has been an honor, to say the least, taking this year’s journey. I can’t wait to see what the future holds for Prism. I’m sure the next editor will nurture and create something beautiful—something that will change someone’s outlook on life and help them get closer to achieving their dreams, closer to following their passions.

When it comes to picking what goes in a magazine, I like to be rather critical about why choices are made, or what the culmination of those choices says and means. Of course we would want “good art” in our journal but “good,” if we are to deconstruct, boils down to a personal preference. One more question to add here is what is the purpose of Prism, or rather, what do we want to be the purpose of Prism? It’s another query of personal preference. Ultimately, I view the process of creating a journal to be a similar catharsis as is creating the art that goes in the journal. Something that’s just as expressive and a product that I hope others will consume and enjoy.

That all being said, I am infinitely impressed by the skill and vulnerability that artists show, both through their work I’ve had the privilege to encounter through my time at Prism, and everywhere else. Unbeknownst to them, they inspire me. Additionally, I am so thankful for all our volunteers and review committee members, they’re extremely valuable to us and we appreciate all the time they give. I’m wonderfully glad that Maricruz and Alan were the people I worked alongside in creating this journal. So thank you to all of them, to our artists, and to our readers for their part in this community.
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EGG
Poem by Kasaundra Bonanno

I don’t want to be bad anymore
in the streets I run away from myself, not toward anything because
what is to come is still undefined
in my spoon is an egg
walking carefully across the pavement I practice not dropping it
Sometimes I take it from the spoon and cradle it in my palms
I pretend it is a heart.
One day it will beat and I will not crush it
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Ring the bell to warn those who stitch your organs together
Breath is packed.
Be ready

to disappear or be eatentime ceases when your options
culminate in existential expiration.
Listen to the heat or chill as you travel

cyclically
down a wire or hanging tightly to a river.
To indulge or starve,

be weary of your corpse
the warnings of blood
catching and returning to stay together in untimely harmony.

Your breath echoes
listen
to the dead or broken cycle which tethers you.

Fly over the Valley of Death
lay foundations of graves only to
pack it up and wash it off.

Life is better at home
where sight and breath are truncated,
root bound with broken wings.

Ring out your warning,
Unendurable and infinite time
comes closer and closer still.

CAST OUT YOUR CORPSSES
Poem by Miranda Lenore
Created in fire or carved by ice,  
an explosion or ash, hot boiling blood, running slow or fast.  
They say birth is the most traumatic thing to happen to us.  
Soaring towards the sky on wide stone wings,  
trying to touch a heaven it can never hope to reach.  
Ground down by glaciers, by snow, by pain  
there is no growing, just gentling by rain.  
From soft round tops, to life-claiming ridges,  
we call them spines, dividers, and praise their spires.  
Dark green blankets over old, cracked shoulders,  
we trace their lines on maps, and climb their shoulders.  
Across the world they reach, our weather they dictate,  
from rain shadows to jet streams,  
they bring awe and cause us to speculate.  
Graveyard and victory lap, they are all of each,  
with the coldest arms you will always long to reach.  
They have been around, long before you and I,  
and long after they’ll stay,  
still reaching for the sky
Children always await the arrival of the tooth fairy, impatient for the gifts left behind when their tooth is taken. They never care where the tooth goes or why the fairy bothers collecting teeth that will become rotten and brittle outside of their natural environment, cutoff from nutrients, no longer a piece of a living system. Afterall, it is the natural order of the world, the useless and worn out are discarded before they can cause problems. But what people never seem to wonder is what happens when the body is no longer in need of its bones?

That is where the older, wiser, and much more terrifying relative of the tooth fairy comes in: the bone fairy. Clad in armor made of bones they arrive soon after the reaper has stolen the soul and mother earth has reclaimed the flesh. It is rumored that a castle, adorned with bones throughout every hall, delicate engravings carved into a sinister medium that stare down at anyone who dares visit, is the home of this foul creature. The bone fairy never leaves their abode unless they are in search of new material to adorn the cold halls; collecting the remnants of living people reduced to inanimate objects void of any spirit by the ravages of time.

Although, some say that, when the reaper comes to take a life, a person can fight so hard that, though they are bound to lose, a little piece of them can seep into their bones, left without enough to live but enough to entertain a ghostly presence should their bones ever be disturbed. Even by the bone fairy. Especially by the bone fairy. Still, the electric buzz of fury alighting on the cold drafts blowing through the cavernous rooms can’t give life to anything built on death. A grim reminder of the inevitable end hung on every wall, banishing thoughts of life and crushing mortals with their own mortality.

I would be lying if I told you that I thought the place was a thing of beauty the first time I walked through those cold halls. Humans are not meant to live with such a constant reminder of the end we fear so much; the hollow eyes of skulls staring after you, following every step you take as you venture further and further away from the reminders of life, of living and breathing and feeling the wind on your face. Upon my first visit, soaked to the skin by the driving rain and chilled to the bone by the frigid winter air, the ornately hung femurs and delicately carved skulls unnerved me, laughing at my fear as I ran blindly through the castle, abandoning the hunt for my quarry and settling for finding a way out once the shadows fell over the grinning faces.

They had found me, shivering in the corner, eyes wild with fear as I looked upon their twisted countenance. I was sure that would be the end. My cliched end. Another detective ended by their obsession. But that wasn’t how my story ended. A story
indistinguishable from so many others at the beginning unveiling its unforeseen ending with a flourish of sparks and the screech of steel. Myself tasked with solving the murders that frightened the town to the brink of madness, then finding myself in the presence of the mysterious legend blamed for the carnage. A supposed monster who seemed content to rid themselves of my presence with a sharp gesture of their gnarled hand. I remember sitting in confusion for a long while as I watched them disappear into the darkness, no doubt assuming I would need no more encouragement to leave. And, if the story had played out like any other, I would have left. Instead, a twist of fate later, I ventured into the darkness and saved the bone fairy.
FAT BODIES
Poem by Jakki Mattson

We are hidden behind a moniker of “plus size;”
But we are actually liberated by our fat bodies.

Sitting down, lying flat - ink inserted into the skin;
As we rise, we can see our newly minted tat bodies.

Unrealistic beauty standards of thin waists and big heads,
The toy aisles at the store exemplify, personify Brat bodies.

Precision with eyeliner, lengthening eyelashes with mascara;
Layers of foundation, blush, and powder to create matte bodies.

No longer hide in the dark, in living rooms alone with others;
We’re out in the open, and It’s no longer hush-hush to chat bodies.

Halloween, an annual event, with candy everywhere;
Reese’s, Snickers, Twix – we also welcome Kit-Kat bodies.

Body shapes like hourglass, pear, circle, and oval;
If we’re applying arbitrary shapes, why not hat bodies?

Labeled as “obese,” “morbid,” “disgusting;”
Adjectives forced onto our non-flat bodies.

Verbal insults at the ready, scales to weigh us; B MI is enacted, militarizes us into combat bodies.

We stand ready to defy your expectations;
We are large, loud, and proud of our fat bodies.
GRIP
Photography by Alexis Morris
Twenty-five years ago, an oath had been made under the bows of the grand spirittree. In exchange for the chance to make the world right, to end the pain and suffering that the Moonblessed had faced for generations.

The spirit-trees wanted Rose’s power. She knew that. Not many people could claim to be both a Moonblessed and a Suntouched, after all. And so, she had agreed. Twenty-five years, they had given her.

Those years ended today.

The eyes of the spirit-trees were upon her as she stepped underneath the golden boughs. They were piercing, alert, aware of her presence, though none of them approached her as she continued on, walking through the silent rows of white-barked trees.

The grand spirit-tree lay ahead, wider and taller then the rest.

As Rose approached, a figure emerged from the spirit tree, humanlike in shape, but with a pair of branching horns upon their head and skin the same milky-white as the bark of the spirit-tree.

“Greetings, Rose.”

“Greetings, Summer’s Warmth that Brings New Growth.”

“I have to admit, I am surprised. You held up your end of your bargain.”

“Of course. You helped me succeed where thousand others have failed. I am grateful for that.”

“Are you ready then?”

“I am,” Rose lied.

Could anyone truly be ready to die?

Rose had lived a long and fruitful life. She had born six children and many more grandchildren. She had ended a empire and ensured that her descendants would not live in fear.

She, however, was still afraid.

Summer smiled, showing their pointed teeth. “Follow me, then.”

Rose followed Summer as they picked their way through the forest. Neither of them spoke until Summer paused before a empty grove where a single, sickly looking black sapling stood.

“Is this the one?” Rose asked.

“It is indeed. From one of our strongest sap-lines. When they have absorbed your power, they may be powerful enough to raise up a new God-tree."

Rose nodded. That was why they had wanted her, after all. Yet still, standing here, she felt fear, and sadness, and grief for all those she would be leaving behind.

“Do you need a moment, Rose?”
Rose shook her head. “I’m ready.”

She walked, slowly, to the sapling, savoring the feeling of the sunlight on her skin. She turned back to see Summer standing there, watching her.

Rose leaned herself up against the sapling.

As soon as her skin touched the bark, it began to grow, the bark encasing her skin. She expected it to feel painful, but it was more itchy then anything. Yet still, every instinct in Rose told her to struggle, to resist, but this was her deal. This is what she must do.

Behind her, a vine snaked out of the tree, wrapping around her chest, and then it slid into her body, piercing through her heart.

The Suntouched power within her began to work, trying to heal the wound, but the tree simply absorbed that too, even as bark crawled further up Rose, encasing her in a cocoon like shell and leaving her in darkness. She was trapped, alone. Lost.

A light. A form stood before her, glowing with silvery light. It looked similar to Summer, with the branching horns and pointed teeth, but it was younger then Summer was, and somehow... less human.

“You gave yourself freely. Not many do that.”

“I was fulfilling a oath I made. A long time ago.”

The being nodded. “Then this need not be a struggle of wills. Join with me,” they said, reaching out a hand. Rose took it, and felt something shift. A merge. A union of two souls.

Her senses expanded. The Spirit tree—Rose. Them. They tapped into the power Rose held inside of her, all of it. The Suntouched, the Moonblessed, even the faint glow of power that was her spirit. All of it merged into one, pooling with the inherit power that lay inside the Spirit-tree.

Their roots began to stretch, growing, drawing water in as their branches stretched upward, reaching to the sun, the same source of power that Rose had carried within her for so long. The roots grew and grew, stretching across the forest, stretching further, stretching until they encompassed the entire land, strengthening it and bringing with it life. The leaves opened and bloomed, the tips of their branches stretching beyond any other tree in the forest.

Flower that Blooms in Dawns First Light opened their eyes and stepped from the bark of their tree, feeling solid ground beneath their feet. They found that they were complete, whole. Powerful. Holding not just the power of a new grand spirit-tree, but beyond that.

A new god-tree had been born.
REALITY

Photography by Leighton Guevarra
THE SOUND OF DESCENT

Poem by Joise Hartung

Falling is not for everyone
It hurts in ways no one expects
With your stomach constantly rising
Into your throat to snuff your voice
To quiet your scream
So that others remain ignorant
Of your downward spiral
Until you hit the ground
And question not what pushed you
To fall
But how they did not hear you
Falling

STAR

Python coding by Krisona Wen
RECOGNITION
Poem by Lucas Yao

I.

Do I wear my skin well now? It fit me poorly for many a year, snug yet loose in all the wrong places. I tried to tailor it, to cut it down to size, but my scissors blunted and my needles bent. Patchwork seams scarred over, stitches rough, loose, colors unmatched and unraveling knots left me poorly dressed and poorly postured, no vision of myself in sight.

II.

Held a torch to my eyes, blinded myself to the light and claimed it wasn’t there. Brambles bloodlet every breath of doubt, robed in hoary roses holding hostage dissonant thoughts like dewy drops wiped away in sleepless dark, drops that raised blisters, boils, boiling questions which simmered, sizzled under my skin, and I let it burn.

III.

I bloomed while blind, queen of the night blossomed as King of light, platinum petals plating my breast and iron-willed thorns pushing through my thighs, my stomach, leaving red points and dots of blood. After years I uncovered my eyes, long-lost brother to me as sister, and grew, gradually, into my skin.

IV.

And so I gaze upon the multitudes of myself, adorned in this handmade suit of leather with all its mispunched holes and stitched-up scars and this little brass heart roughly pinned to its lapel, pockets stained black and blue from the leaking pen which writes a reminder of comfort, discomfort, of hatred, and Pride. I recognize these within myself, without myself, and wonder if then would recognize me now.
OPEN MIND
Collage by Asher Whitney
My mother is the embodiment of care, selflessness, and hard work. She is the mother to an adult daughter, bonus mom to three more teenage girls, and was blessed later in life when a new baby came bumping along.

She stands at the kitchen counter, sugar ants crawling with tiny feet pitter-pattering across the window sill. Mom has a lot of health issues; her blood pressure rockets high into celestial heavens, then crashes back into the atmosphere. It sinks deeper into the earth until she’s not sure if she can resurface from the crust pressing down on her chest. I hear it when I call her over the phone, the pauses she must make to catch her breath after a lengthy recount of her day. I see it when I visit and sweep up my youngest sister, when she gets the chance to sit down and her eyelids fall with her.

At the kitchen counter she picks up her medications, taking as many as her body can handle. The ants march from the dishes piled in the sink to the crumbs forgotten on the stove. The all-knowing doctors don’t know what’s causing her body to attack itself. “She has lupus,” they say. She is broken. They can’t fix it, but here are some pills. They might make your brain foggy, they’ll make your limbs soggy, but they’ll help you get through your day.

So, she takes off the cap and counts how many she has to swallow today. When will it be easiest for her to take them? She can’t think straight after this one, can’t walk straight after that one. When does little miss need her bath? When does she have to be able to drive the other daughter to her dentist appointment?

The sugar ants climb down the oven to make their way across the linoleum floor in a single-file line. Mom takes what she needs to, screwing the top back on the pill bottle in one hand, then unscrews the cap of the sippy cup in her other. A sippy cup is a lot heavier than a pill bottle. Fill it with chocolate milk, step around the ants, we’ve still gotta get a new trap for those, and play outside in the sun. Mommy needs to lie down, and then do the dishes, and then make dinner before dad gets home.
IMPASTO FLOWER

Acrylic paint and impasto on canvas by Natasia Afonin
BEFORE DUST
Poem by Clare Akeman

And my dear, you are my nostalgia.
Arms length to finger tips intertwined,
I know I have loved you before.

A long time ago.

Before the dinosaurs.
Before the creation of dust,
When the universe was crawling, a toddler.
Clumsy, but sure of itself.

I knew you.

Atoms and molecules, cells built in synchronization,
Split apart, separated,
Gifted the challenge of finding each other,
In every lifetime.
Oh what a gift to be given,
To be able to love you in every lifetime.

I thank the universe for you.
HOME IS JUST ACROSS THE POND

Photography by Kawaiiala Husen
INNER PEACE
Acrylic on canvas by Jadon Allen
I’m growing disenchantment.
The world is slowing, slanted,
sloping into shadowed shallows,
murky madness, hollow hallows.

I’ve found I took for granted
the heady delusion of being in love,
the steady illusion of dwelling above
the clouds, segregated from insanity,
away from the crowds, immune to their vanity.

I’m stroking, scratching at the edge.
Myopia makes below the ledge
look misty, unmapped, beautiful.
I gaze through glass, trapped but dutiful,
ready to march right off.
Alas -
they hold me back but barely, stare me
down: Succumb to self-absorption;
marry the mirror;
count cuts, calories, crosses to carry
as you sit here in class.

I’m running out of skips.
A slap, a sting slips
from my loosening lips.
I’m more aware of my mouth and what goes in and out.
As I watch things go south, shame chokes back my shout,
my stab at making things right,
the proof of my feeble, forgettable fight.
Cursed with no reverse, undo, I traverse the same old slights,
each step a grim facsimile.
When I’m with you we blaze through,
plays you an unceasing symphony;
but my own solo soundtrack is punctuated by ads,
full of crap, doctored dreams, empty vows, falsehoods, fads.

For new reasons, I’m enchanted still
by sweet sibilants in songs by Cigarettes After Sex.
I still escape into them, let the sounds fill
the cavity in my chest,
lift gravity from me, wrest
from my fists this clenched control;
relentless lists gently unroll.
But now I hear the wrongs and regrets in the lyrics:
My lips your lips
Apocalypse.
That song I kissed you to was about the world’s end,
and look at where we are.
I should have seen it was a premonition then,
in the backseat of that car.
SMOKING BUTTERFLIES
Acrylic paint by Hannah Lull
The road ends at the grassy glen. Everyone knows this. There’s always a fire pit dug into the center of the small meadow, and it’s ringed with round river stones and full of blackened, cracked logs. Sometimes less responsible people will fill it with beer cans and cigarette butts and trash they don’t feel inclined to pick up and take out with them. It makes the fire pit unsafe, full of rusted edges and awful fumes. No one likes cleaning it out, but a local always ends up doing it anyway. It’s supposed to be our spot, so we gotta keep it up.

The turn off to the glen is marked by a t-intersection in the road, and the road that you turn onto doesn’t even hardly look like a road, but people know it’s the road because there’s a pile of coyote skeletons marking the intersection, and once you’ve slowed down to an almost-stop, you can see the gap in the sagebrush and that’s the road to the glen.

The coyotes smelled awful the summer they were rotting, and Lucas and I snuck out to take pictures as they decayed. We took the pictures on my mom’s old Polaroid, and printed them off, taping them into a notebook and writing down our observations. We were going to be scientists, we said. Lu’s favorite part of that summer was when one of the spines went missing, and we found it a couple hundred yards away, way up in a tree. Lu said it must’ve been an eagle that put it up there. I didn’t think so, but we tended to avoid disagreements back then.

Once the turn has been made—away from the coyote skeletons that the locals leave there as some unspoken road marker—and the car is rumbling down the rutted, bumpy path that wasn’t ever really a gravel road to begin with, it’s a good forty-five minute haul to the glen. Not because it’s a long distance, but because the road’s low enough that the river floods across it every spring, so it’s got ruts deep enough that there’s no room to bounce a car or truck without knocking the axle against the center rise of the road; you have to drive real slow. My mom always talked about smoothing out the road, evening out the ruts, but Dad took all the farming and heavy equipment with him when he left, and any extra money Mom had she set aside for my college degree instead of buying any new equipment. “You’re gonna get out of this place,” she has always told me. I wasn’t going to end up stuck in this empty place like she was, tied to the land as if it was the thing keeping her alive, not her heart.
IN THE CEMETERY

Poem by Leah Kahn

In the cemetery I can hear the roots
Of the trees growing hungrily
Into the earth
Digging deep with fattened limbs
(Foraging for fruits the worms forgot)
Delving for the dead.
It’s too quiet.
The summer heat hangs heavy on my skin
And my sanity runs thin
(The past like the humidity haunts me)
She only knows my name and then-
(Taunts me)
Not the pain I’m in-
(Flaunts my follies before me)
Or how far away from God I’ve sinned-
(Hell-spawned I see no glory)
She should’ve let me rot.
Yet here I sit
Against the stones
Waiting for her lilting tones
(Beneath the earth the trees crunch bone)
The wind escaped in tired groans
She should’ve left my grave alone-
Not asked me for my name.
Oh, foolish girl who crossed the stream-
And opened the gate and did not deem
This place of death a darkened dream
(Don’t you know kind strangers are not what they seem?)
I’ll be sorry when you’re forgot
As your bones beneath tree limbs-rot.
THE MONSTER
Drawing by Kailea Warouw
I. interior

I’m eight foot fifty.
Weak—and long.
Startlingly ugly.

My arms reach my door-knob knees,
hanging loosely in their sockets,
clinging to me like wet paper-straw-wrappers.
They rip open, they fall apart,
they’d probably remind you of water.

I’m feeble like an overcooked noodle, mushy, lacking general structure,
like my sloughing skin, which drapes over my shoulders like a blanket,
everything’s gooey, but it’s okay, it’s not a issue—
I just stopped wearing clothes and
started wearing eighty-two napkins.
The problem is—the goo festers in the cotton, so to cover up the smell—
I tied my wrist around the handle of a wicker basket full of green apples.

To move around, I just slop and flop on the floor and hope—one day—
I’ll reach my destination and people stare—obviously—because what the **** is that?

Sometimes they scream—which I don’t blame them for. Especially when an apple falls from the basket, and I sink to the ground, hoping no one notices when I reach under my ribcage and pull another out from my chest, letting it rest in my hand while I wait for it to stop beating.

II. exterior
I abuse all my energy to sweat and worry
no wonder I rely on gravity
to keep my graveyard body moving.

There’s always always
always more
in my head than
in my mouth.
It makes me wonder if there will come a day when my ears will morph into lips and spew every thought and sound and secret that’s made its deathbed in my soul—all the way back to six plus seventy and please please do not call on me
But this is all
in my head.
I’ve been this insane since memory. It’s all made up, and if I pretend, it should all go away: the arms, the legs, the brain, the skin, the napkins, and the goo.

But is it worth it to resist the writhing, roaring instinct to duck under an archway only eight feet above the ground and endure e very frigid, sopping second until my head hits the—
Until I persist with a clean breath through to the other side.
HOW TO MAKE A BULLETIN BOARD

Poem by Lucas Yao

STEP ONE: Choose a topic that is interesting and informative. It should be something highly personal that you are intimately attached to, but should also be easy to simplify. This is important because nobody will read it anyway.

STEP TWO: Look for sources that are accurate and easy to read. It may sound simple, but it will take hours and leave you exhausted. This is important because nobody will read it anyway.

STEP THREE: Separate your notes into a few simple sections with a few major takeaways to make your topic easy for nobody to absorb. This is important because nobody will read it anyway.

STEP FOUR: Choose a form that works for your topic. Do this by hand: pick colors individually, use scissors to cut out letters, draw your own designs. This is important because nobody will read it anyway.

STEP FIVE: Cut out your pieces and tape, glue, and staple everything together. What you make will not fit on the corkboard. Spend a minimum of two hours trying to make it all fit. Every piece is vital, and you already spent hours on it. This is important because nobody will read it anyway.

STEP SIX: Be proud. Invite everyone over – your coworkers, your friends, your neighbors. Grab your parents by their wrists and drag them over. Send a picture of it to your sister. She can’t make it, but she’ll ask you questions about your work. Bring snacks; crackers, chips, and dip. Cut these out of leftover cardstock. Bring drinks; bring soda, bring juice, bring wine, beer, tequila, vodka. Make these out of paper scraps. Pour the drinks yourself, watch your mother sip her single glass of red. She drinks slowly, and it’s gone in a second. Sit back on the table you stood on to reach the top of the board and watch your father melt into the shadows of the room. He isn’t sure why he’s here, doesn’t know what’s going on, but he’ll say he read your board anyway. He’ll vaguely comment on it, drawing from snippets of the conversation around him. Or he’ll repeat your mother’s words. Watch your mother’s face flush redder than her single glass of wine. She’s leaning on you, hugging you, asking you if you need her to buy you anything – anything, she’ll get it for you. Because she loves you. Scissors? You want new scissors? You almost out of painter’s tape? She’ll buy it for you, her petit canard. Your phone buzzes; your sister replied. She says she picked out two to five words and fixated on them for fifteen hours and she tells you it doesn’t make sense, it’s all made up, you’re delusional but she’ll support you because she loves you. Looking up from your phone, you see your mother stumbling over to your bulletin board. She gazes at it, tells you how beautiful it is, places her hand on the black backing paper, clenches it in her fist, and tears it.
INTUITION
Collage by Ari Knight
YODA IN THE KELP
Photography by Alex McIntire
THE PURPLE STRANGER

Poem by Pavel Sengupta

Deep in the midst of a throbbing heartland,
Of blood, emotions and strings that tie,
A sage of life had a question to ask,
Inwards bound as I passed him by,
A life of sorrow had brought me there,
When deep within my heart I looked,
Burning red with anger and rage,
And in that pain I found a voice,
With a question that started a dark descent,
How much does it cost to tether all ties?
Dismantle hope and damage faith?
How much does it cost to live or die?
I was left arguing with myself,
With me as a spectator of my show,
And the more I saw the more I felt
That I was out of tune and place,
All alone, how nice it would be
To share my solitude with someone,
And then it clicked, the tingling grew,
I was the narrator of this book,
I hold the pen and the key,
To write the blank or leave the show,
So I forged on my page a few lines,
Let such a morning call me awake,
Dedicate this afternoon to your thoughts,
Let this evening be kept for you,
Let such a night be the dawn of love.

So large a gesture life is,
That death seems fleeting,
So humbling is that vast living,
So sudden the veil of death,
That we must fight to save life,
Amongst those who are misunderstood,
Less understood or the not-at-all,
We must fight with love as the weapon,
For only once does a chance come
To create a fairy-tale life, a story
Seeming impossible at its very sustenance,
Yet we ignore its very possibility;
In order to do what is right,
Not what we truly yearn,
And that feeling which sets us free,
Goes by fleeting, subdued,
We return to the present logic,
And start begging, looking for more,
Looking to make us whole again,
But that moment is gone forever,
The faith that looked at us for hope
Washed away misunderstood,
Drenched of all colours.
And we learn the significance of life,
Of moments of joy in trickles of rain,
Of strands of sunlight on the grass,
Of a soul to share our solitude,
And for that, that very rare gem,
That golden hue on grass,
Is why we must love all the living,
With all our love undefined.

And let the purple iris bloom again,
For it blooms without light, in cold or rain,
It blooms in the desert and stone the same,
That spring of hope is all it takes
To spark the feeling of forgotten love,
To spark a fountain of all desires,
Those only cherished by we the living,
When the magic is rekindled, let it flow,
The inner soul does not search that far,
To be at one with the purple iris,
One in love and one in war,
For in this life we must connect,
Who knows how many chances we get,
To make a book while we live,
Changing the lives of the unfortunate,
The less understood or the not-at-all,
To make a fairy-tale come to life,
Or live a dream even for a day,
Who knows how long the iris lasts?
Those not tormented by blood and mind,
For we try to get what we do not have,
Yet the iris remains eternal,
And when comes a day that it quickly dies,
Our eyes are opened for all we missed,
Or failed to reach, to interpret,
And purple becomes the new blue,
And me, just another stranger,
Out of colour, but not today,
For a purpose grew to protect that
Which I love, and with time,
Be worthy of its bloom.
TRAIN CAR

Photography by Jason St Clair
The wind chimes whisper
The language of the sky
On their crystal tongues.
They say to me
Your time nears, dandelion.
A breeze weaves in
And out
Of my hair.
When I close my eyes, the feel
Of my mother’s comb
Brushing through my tangled locks
Surfaces from aged memories,
And the ground seems farther
And farther
Below
With each kiss of the wind
On my forehead.
Soon, Mother,
I say.
Soon.
REMEDY
Mixed media by Scarlet Harrison
GROCERY SHOPPING
Poem by Grace Knutsen

I went grocery shopping tonight.
I tried to follow a list but ended up wandering the aisles.
You know, like usual.

I bought salad because the last one went bad,
A breakfast burrito (maybe I’ll eat that tonight?),
And mozzarella cheese.
It’s good on everything.

Cilantro (do you want to make burrito bowls this week?),
Port wine cheese spread because I saw it and it looked good,
And a chicken wrap for lunch tomorrow.

Oh, and spinach pizza because I’ve been thinking about it.
Not as much as I think about you,
But close.
PERFECTION

Creative non-fiction piece by Sheyanne Loose

par-ˈfek-shən – noun

The quality or state of being perfect, such as: freedom from fault or defect, flawlessness; maturity; the quality or state of being saintly. An exemplification of supreme excellence; an unsurpassable degree of accuracy or excellence. The act or process of perfecting.¹

Perfection looks effortless. That is, if it’s done right. You smile, you stand straight, you act as though achieving such flawlessness in all manners takes no effort at all.

Of course, that’s a lie.

Perfection is impossible, unattainable, idealistic beyond reason. Perfection is what you aim to achieve but never quite touch, like the stars twinkling above in a night sky of satin and velvet. Yet, people still consider perfection to be something that can, and should, be attained—a desire for failure.

Maintaining an image of perfection is exhausting. To everyone else, you become infallible, unshakable, an inspiration to be aspired to. Reputation begins to precede you, and you have to wonder Do I deserve this praise? as flattery and expectation is wrapped around you, over and over; the layers are light and breathable until they aren’t, like a mummy being preserved to last through the ages and insight wonder in the generations to come—and that’s when you wonder Do I want to be praised? Do I need to be perfect?

And then come the moments of truth: all this perfection is built up, but behind the illusory mask you are struggling to fill in the cracks that threaten to break the image you have built, the image that is now expected. What others don’t see are these moments and what must be done to keep them mere moments; anything longer would shatter all you have done to create and maintain the idea that you are perfect, that anyone and everyone can depend on you to remain that steady, unwavering rock in a building stream of chaos. The idea of failure and letting down the people that have come to depend on your supreme excellence scares you, driving you to keep moving forward no matter what, no matter the consequence, no matter the stakes.

No matter the reality.

THROUGH THE RED LENS

Digital art by Cat Smith
HOW TO ENSURE YOUR REBELLION WILL FALL APART

Flash fiction piece by Cooper Theodore

1. DON’T HAVE A UNIFYING IDEOLOGY.
Uprising is an expected outcome these days. However, as with all things, there are going
to be different ideas about how an uprising should be run. Additionally, there will be
different ideas about why it should be run. Some will think that it’s just the leadership
that’s an issue, and once they’re killed, new members of the rebellion can fill the same
roles. We’ll call this Ideology A. Others will think that the entire government will need
to be eradicated and rebuilt from the ground up and those who support the old system
(Ideology A) are grabbing at power for themselves. We’ll call this Ideology B.

2. LET IDEOLOGY A AND IDEOLOGY B ELECT THEIR OWN LEADERS.
We’ll call Ideology A’s leader Adam, and Ideology B’s leader Bob. Adam and Bob will
argue. A lot. This will cause a greater division. Now instead of x number of scrappy
rebels, each ideology will have roughly x /2 number of scrappy rebels. In addition,
depending on how badly these two groups get along (varies in each situation), the
amount of opposition each group will face will rise from x number of oppressive
government operatives (OGOs for short) to x number of OGOs + x /2 number of
scrappy rebels.

3. DON’T SCAVENGE FOR MORE EQUIPMENT AND RESOURCES.
Look, scavenging takes time, and your group’s numbers will already be very low
(because of the previously mentioned ideological differences within the rebels), so
instead just attack quickly. One of leaders will say this, and this is a great choice for
making the rebellion fail.

4. PLAN YOUR BIG ATTACK ON THE CAPITOL AT THE SAME TIME AS THE
OTHER IDEOLOGY’S GROUP BY PURE CHANCE.
I know this is asking a lot, but if both can happen at the same time without
communicating (presumably because both hate each other’s guts so much) this will
really help the failure along. With both groups’ previously mentioned limited resources,
the attack on the Capitol will be almost inconsequential. The troops of Ideology A and
Ideology B will be confused and start attacking just about anyone since neither group
spent time putting recognizable insignias on their armor meaning none of the rebels
can tell who’s friend or foe. Now, you may be thinking that this will accidently cause a
union of the groups as they would just focus on attacking the OGOs. Don’t worry. If
your troops are angry and stupid, this will not happen.
5. LET ADAM AND BOB FIGHT ON THE FRONT LINES FOR INSPIRATION.
It will seem like a good moral booster, however, with the limited resources and confusing enemies, both will die in the middle of battle very quickly (likely by each other’s hands). As a bonus, they are likely to encourage their own troops to attack the opposing ideology as a dying wish.

6. DON'T WARN THE OTHERS ABOUT INCOMING OGOS.
The fight has gone terribly, and you are now basically on your own. You can’t tell who’s with or against you, and either way, everyone is on their last legs and full of sadness and rage. Use them as a larger target so you can escape.

7. WATCH AS YOUR REBELLION MATES ARE TAKEN AWAY.
It was pointless anyway. There’s nothing you could have done. Better to save yourself at this point.

8. RETURN TO YOUR EMPTY BASE AND DON'T ALERT ANY POSSIBLE REINFORCEMENTS.
Your ideology’s team might have others out there who would support it. Don’t let them know you’re here. Now you have all these great resources to yourself. Lucky!

9. SURVIVE OFF THE RATIONS LEFT OVER FROM YOUR FRIENDS AND COLLEAGUES WHO WERE CAPTURED BY THE OGOS.
It’s not like they’ll need it anymore.

10. THINK ABOUT YOUR FRIENDS AND COLLEAGUES.
Think about their panic and fear. Think about what you’ve lost to the oppressive government and what brought you all together in the first place. The guilt will hurt, but not as much as they’re probably hurting in prison.

11. CONTACT THE REMAINING FORCES OF IDEOLOGY A AND B.
Try and convince them to talk and come together for a last-ditch secret mission to save the unknown number of scrappy rebels being held in the Capitol’s prison. They’ll agree. Now you and both groups can plan a rescue and hopefully mend your guilty conscience.

12. BEFORE WHAT IS LIKELY YOUR LAST MISSION, WRITE DOWN A LOG OF INSTRUCTIONS TO ANY OTHER FUTURE REBELIONS. THESE THINGS HAPPEN ALL THE TIME, AND YOU WON'T WANT FUTURE REBELS TO MAKE THE SAME MISTAKES YOU DID. NO ONE DESERVES TO CARRY THAT GUILT AND FAILURE WITH THEM. WELL, NOBODY BUT ME.
Good luck out there. We’re counting on you.
Cut me open
Unmask the milky white muddled with rot
(It matches the mold on my bathroom sink, stinking and sour)
Tell me about this time last week,
When I scraped from my scalp the tiny hairs that are now tacked onto the basin
Dusty, dried up and desiccated
Should I show you the insides of me?

Cut me open with razor wire, ruined gray running down your wrist
Maybe I’m a piece of potter’s clay, pockmarked and pathetic
Shuffled off to the side of some darkened shelf
“Store in a cool, dry place.”
Store in the basement, where I’ll abide by the rules and busy myself with books
(I must confess,
I can’t resist the acrid scent of burning pages)

Seal me up with shining silver fishing wire
The sutures so slippery and sparse that I never heal
An incessant, insistent slicing away at my flesh that persists
Until I pull it out myself with a pair of pliers
The surgeon and the patient both
Autobiographical autopsy performed with full autonomy

Cut me open
I’m already dead
Aren’t I?
DYSMORPHIC

Acrylic paint by Keannah Hollister
ESCAPING

Ink on paper by Eva Israelsen
HOPE IS NEVER LOST

Poem by Phoenix

As I look towards tomorrow
My heart aches
For the time lost,
Never to be regained
Friends I may never see,
Places I’ll never be.

I pray you all are safe
Surrounded by friends
That are true
And family
That loves you.
We’ll meet again
I choose to hold on
To that thought,
My candle in the Darkness.

I’ll never give up
Though the road ahead
May
Be dangerous
Hard
And painful
As long as I have
Hope
I shall survive

TALKING IN PLACE

Poem by Phoebe Andromeda

Facsimiles of conversations
Corrupted memories of past dialogues
Live action role playing
of what human interaction
is supposed to be

One speaks; the other listens—nods along
They bat the ball of conversation back & forth
Monotonously
The air reverberates with sound,
The heart, with loneliness,
& the people, with pitiful, insignificant words.
HIDE ME AWAY
Digital art by Anna Gerber
A PRESENT WRAPPED RED

Poem by Anonymous

When asked in class
To write about gifts we received
For some reason, all I wrote
Were traits and actions
That I picked up along the way
On the right, all the things I hate
It was mostly from you.
I almost cried that day in class
When I realized
Everything I hate about myself
Is a gift from my mother

I can’t eat without feeling a guilt
My friends call it a disorder
I try calling it learning from my mother
Cause mother knows best
But one thing’s for sure
I shouldn’t feel this way
Your voice is in my head with everything I do
I can’t do anything without hearing you gripe
And it’s all because of you

Messy rooms stress me out
I stress clean, and I hate it
It’s from years of hearing you bitch about your house being a mess
You never did anything to fix it, you just complained
Your voice is in my head with everything I do
I can’t do anything without hearing you gripe
And it’s all because of you

I can’t even bring myself to drink
If I drink my problems away
I’ll be more like you
Drinking because it was a rough day
But so was yesterday
And the day before
I bet you don’t even remember calling me last night
I can’t do anything without hearing you gripe
And it’s all because of you
A present wrapped red
And tied with a bow.
I hate myself
And it’s all because of you
WHERE DO THE HORSES IN NEW YORK CITY GO?
Poem by Leah Kahn

Where do the horses in New York City go?
When the sun of the morning
Falls behind the buildings of silver and stone-
And like lanterns
Filled with stars and sweetness
The windows of New York
Light up one by one-
Where do the horses go?
Clopping through central park
In the heat of summer-
With a patience for the uneven roads
And pedestrian covered paths-
With roses round their bridle
And sufferance in their throat-
Where do they go when the stars come out-
When the moon Like a shy girl at the dance
Peeks out from behind the skyscrapers
Searching for a friend-
Where do the horses of New York City go?
Surely, they do not live
In the silver skyscrapers
On the penthouse floor-
Eating nothing but caviar
Drinking fine wine and rum.
Perhaps deep under the subway
There is a secret stable
Where they are fed and warm
And if you don’t mind some
Rumbling overhead,
(From the screech and shake of the subway
As he slithers through the dark
And dirty caverns of the earth-)
It isn’t a bad place to sleep.
Perhaps there is a fair field
Far from the city
Quiet
Where there is so much sky
They can run through greenness and only see blue.
When the sun goes down
And night enfolds her favorite city
In a cloak of black-
Where do the horses of New York City go?
dark eyes, angry lips,
    shadows peeking, lonely wisps
desiring all, heart bleeding
    crying out, but she is leaving

marble stone, cracked edges,
    perfect symmetry, blank spaces
no smile but rosy cheeks,
    vacant soul, his new peak

smiling strangers, lying games,
    she was blessed, the chains remain
cloudy skies, bright red suns
    kneeling lords, subjects undone

clothes stripped, hands held,
    smiles forced, eyes welled
silent screams, scornful wishes
    one more night of bleeding kisses

a perfect woman, the imperfect man
    follow the script, keep with the plan
he was born, and she was bred
    for imperfect women end up dead
SENSE OF SELF
Acrylic by Kae Ranck
CENTIPEDE
Poem by Sophia Adaleen Townsley

If you pressed your thumbs against my corneas
you’d hear \textit{pop} \textit{pop} and
see blue eyes fall between my teeth.
Through the dark sockets would come
trillions of buzzing house flies
feral and thunderous,
and beneath, on the floor of my head,
a clear lake, brimming with stolid fruit flies.

If you climbed inside, and turned to face the sky,
you’d see my brain, more purple than pink,
and dug into the waxy flesh: a recipe
for lukewarm water—and stale bread.

If you cut open my throat, tugged on a cord or two,
you’d see that everything there
has been replaced with knots
that won’t be untied,
sour paint,
a bout of entomophobia, and
a yellowed picture of myself,
walking with my eyes closed.

Now, if you pulled just a little on my chin,
I’d open up like a pez dispenser, and
be turned inside out, so all the squishy red parts
could get a taste of a salty sea—cerulean sky.

If you left me like this,
I’d rot and decompose, be
consumed and recycled,
so inside out—outside in
wouldn’t even matter,
I’d still be a blazing carcass of
one-hundred memories,
scrambling—in the pure-handed sunlight.
FEAR OF INSANITY
Poem by Andres De Los Santos

Insanity: It’s defined as doing the same exact thing over and over and over again, thinking that over time, something will change.

I didn’t believe this at first, and when someone told me this for the first time, I laughed in their face, and called them crazy.

But as I’ve gotten older, I’m now convinced that I’m insane.

I’ve been doing the same exact thing over and over and over again for the last couple of years, and I keep thinking that something will change, but nothing ever does.

I go back and watch the same four shows every week, not because I like them or anything. I just know what to expect, and I hate surprises. I can recite those shows word for word.

I have the same routine every morning. Wake up, breakfast, coffee, shower, out the door. If I do anything outside of that, it throws off my schedule completely. And that’s never a good thing.

I often listen to the same four songs every day, cycling between them. I treat them as a mini playlist just for me. It’s one less thing for me to worry about in my chaotic life.

I try to see the same people every day, even if it’s a phone call or a text. They just need to know that I didn’t forget about them. It’s nice to not feel forgotten.

While I’ve had the same life routine for the last couple of years, I expect things to change eventually. But nothing ever has. Ever.

Is it cause I’m not trying hard enough? Or is it because the universe is trying to tell me that something needs to change? I couldn’t tell you.

But I don’t want to change. Change is scary. So I’m just going to keep do the same thing, over and over and over again. Hopefully something will change soon.

Maybe I am insane.
UNTITLED

Paper, copic marker and pen by Anonymous
Another day has passed, another piece of my being crippled; my strength fails me. Any patron who believes in a god sees them as a vessel of unwavering, unbelievable strength. If only that was true. The sad reality is a God is only as strong as the faith of their most ardent believer. All of mine have abandoned me. My temples lie in ruins across the countryside, crumbling shrines and decrepit statues the only remnant of what I once was. My glorious days as a God revered by my people as a caring, sympathetic god who always answered their prayers. And now I lay in my own temple, sapped of strength, its only visitor.

I am the God of the lost, the forgotten, the lonely. I gave comfort to those who had no one else to turn to. It is ironic, really. The God who gave comfort to those who only sought the warmth and steadfastness of a love that could never die lying alone, doomed to a God’s death, the saddest of any being in the universe. A god’s death is not like a mortal being’s where the body ceases in its function and the soul ascends to its begotten afterlife nor a total destruction through valiant battle or cosmic catastrophe rather it is a slow, painfully wretched loss of use. And mine has been brought about by the vitiation of love for loves sake by those gods who promise power and wealth and long life. I promise none of those things – I only promise companionship and strength when you feel alone. Pathetic when compared to a god that grants victory to the warriors, gold to the merchants, and power to the politicians.

I hear something. Could it be someone entering my temple? I hear the faint clicking of heels on tile...no not heels. Nails. Claws. As I gather what strength I have left I, enter one of my last remaining statues so I can see who this devotee is. I search the room unable to see anything until I hear a faint breath. It sounds...ragged, like something panting. Finally, I see the worshipper. It is a dog.

It isn’t a beautiful dog, nor a particularly ugly dog. Not a pure bred, just a common mutt. But I think it is the most beautiful being on the face of this planet. I watch it as it slowly lays down, curling up at the base of my statue, nose tucked beneath its tail, eyes cast up at me. Its large chocolate eyes soft and full of a devotion I haven’t seen in years. The longer this dog remains at the foot of the statue, the more I feel my strength returning to me. Soon, though weak from lack of sheer numbers, I find myself sustained by the presence of this dog. The steady beating of its heart filling me with an energy I haven’t felt in years.

Despite my weakened state I can feel a deep sense of loneliness in this dog. I can feel the void inside its heart, an empty hole that used to hold someone. An owner, perhaps? Maybe another dog? I can’t be sure but, just as with every patron who once visited my temples, I feel a a responsibility to ease its pain in any way I can. I will guide him through this as I have many others. And, at least, if I die trying, I won’t die alone.
PARTNER
Photography by Wanyu Zhu
Drifting off to sleep in her embrace,
she hums soft hymns from above
and she whispers – or is that just the wind? –
“I was a little girl once, just like you”,
she sighs, “Oh, it’s like it was yesterday, like it was
yesterday”, and in her ancient eyes I see the stars
spinning across the timeless heavens, faster now,
the night blurs and I am lost in them
and all I know is that it is not
yesterday, it will never be yesterday.
BALLERINA

Poem by Sophia Adaleen Townsley

I am her, bony and grey, dancing in the dark
with a twisted spine—double helixed
like a thick strand of DNA—crooked and bent,
protruding from her shoulders—hosting
a mess of spiny twigs, twisted umber flowers,
white bones going brown—squirming and thrashing
like a parasite—trapped in the decaying thigh
of a body six feet under—the coffin and the ground.

Is this why she dances—to quicker decompose
in the dark room, high above ground,
in the scant red yellow green of the street lights outside?
HANG IN THERE
Photography by Hailey Toedtli
FEBRUARY
Poem by Anonymous

When I first saw you, I imagined us exchanging sighs of smoke and smelling of it. Of musk. I decided then there would be things to give up just to have you. Exchanges to be made. Plans to cancel and reschedule and cancel again. And again. Anything, I thought, for your smoke mouth. Your palms, hot and branded onto the flesh of my chest. In the end, we had no choice but to catch fire. Came down crashing, though shuttle-bound, into each other. A tortuous descent. But it wasn’t really the end, was it? We made it back to Earth—miraculously—by the skin of our teeth. Let me be honest—now I can’t get anything done like this. I’m hungrier and I’m useless. And in my restless sleep I sweat and dream of all sorts of things. The risks we took, getting here. The words I said to you; plump with truth and possibility. What I would do just to lay in the crackling hearth of your breathing body.
there’s a kind of gloom
where chance at community
turns into opportunity for immunity
in this tomb of bathroom.

the sinks are stained with
a charcoal toothpaste mess
the mirrors splattered with speckles
one couldn’t think of anything less
then a room painted in
gray freckles.

is it an art form?
or does it simply add to the gloom
of what is the bathroom
in this dorm?

the damp door hinges
squeak and scream under the pressure of
watching such strange bathroom behavior:
flossing blood unto the mirrors,
tossing mud onto the floors,
glossing sinks with rust of water.

enter the dark cave
of the shower stalls
if you’re brave
you’ll find a suite of plaited hair platters tied up
like a spaghetti surprise on the floor.

to all of the lovely people who must take a broom
into the mess of
this bathroom,
I sincerely apologize.
PLEASE SAVE US
Black ink and pen by Celine Loch
When I die, don’t confine me to a tomb.
Lay me by a slow-moving stream and
Let me decay until I am part of something greater,

Until rainwater courses through my veins
And my skull mosses over,

Until my heart crystalizes
And my bones turn to wood.

Let some traveler use them to light a fire.
Let my ribs protect him from the cold,
If only for the night
OVERWHELMED
Photography by Hailey Toedli
First is sitting in the car with the air growing steadily warmer as
the sun trudges sleepily up the steps and squats on the roof of the mall, arms
stretching and peeling the smoky blue paint from the celestial ceiling. My sweater
matches the sky before the pink paint is poured. Perfect pink. Second
is a room, and there are people there but they don’t look at me for a while,
until one of them says my name wrong. I pull my rings off my hands and
switch them around until they are back where they started, silver
circles scoring green lines below the bloodied knuckles. Except
they aren’t bloody right now, only in my head where they pound
against rolling eyes and nervous wrists. The rest is easy and
not worth saying, but I say it anyway because what comes
after is more difficult. The rest is magnets poked into
seams and shirts stretched over plastic hangers and
hangers swinging on wheeled racks, and then it’s done, but
now they say my name right. What comes after. I cut my
hands off in the car, leaving them white-knuckled and bloody-knuckled on the steering wheel, the
perfect pink polish glowing in the sun. The sun is an eye today.

Tomorrow, it will be nails, bitten and broken. Perfect polish
and a severed hand. But those are my hands. The eye scratches
scrapes with bitten nails, peels the skin off my face
and plunges it into the suds. Scrubs until the water turns pink.
Pepto Bismol pink. Perfect polish pink. The nervous wrists
and bloody knuckles return in the cool air of the kitchen where
I pull the sky-colored sweater off. My bones go with it. Me and it.
We compose violent life together, cover the bones in pearls and silk
and bury them in the garden. Gentle genius sublime. The sun
climbs into bed, pulling a blanket over its blinding head. Guess what
color the blanket is? Cotton candy sugar cookie soapy
sudsy Pepto Bismol perfect polish. Pink.
if one day the moon speaks to you
like you are old friends,
do not be surprised.

i tell her stories of you every night,
in the flat grey light
that flits across the windowpane.
GONE TO SEED

Poem by Oliver Harkola

Leave me
in the garden
things are simple
in the dirt

wrap me
in some soil
i have already
gone
to seed

i’ll be back in the spring
with the peas
GROWING THROUGH IT'
Digital Art by Trinity Farr

growing through it.
I wish my cheeks
had that rosy glow
like the pretty people have,
  you know?

instead my face
is spotted
but not with the beauty
of a leopard or giraffe.

traced constellations,
pink stars that sometimes ooze
  because they cry
from the scrapes and
tears of words.

everyone tells you
to become an artist,
to paint over every single
  bump, scar, pimple, mark.

but whatever I do
  the marks stay,
and I’ve learned
  for now that’s okay.

I’ll follow the constellations
  of my face
and my body.

they’re there for a reason,
  so why cover up
what’s meant to be?
REFLECT

Digital art by Lian Moy
KNOWING, DOING
Acrylic by Mack Lieu
AN INORDINATE FONDESS
OF BEETLES
*Poem by Sam Groetsch*

Tree
bound beetle
crawls
along
mossy branches
in rain,
I see him,
but is he aware?
Troubling.
By chance we meet,
some probability:
troubling too,
This small crawling bug
with endless complexities,
molecules and odds.
Emergent properties,
thoughts from cells, meaning from mere chance-
rain parts, the moment ends.
CPR
Poem by Rebecca Knight

Oh yes,
Crack me open.

I’ve been told
It’s painful.
It’s so painful,
Half-dying people flail,
They’ll try to hit you,
As your seraphim hands,
One on top of the other,
With fingers woven together,
Punch a hole in their chest.
Their heart sputters,
In need of jumper cables
Or a thunderstorm.

My sternum cracks
In the mornings, when I am late for class.

I can’t breathe
At card-draw times.
I draw breath through thick spiderweb,
And drink down metallised air
Save me,
Respironic.

The doctor told me my heart was normal,
Of average size,
In the pictures they took of it.
They were worried it was too large, inflamed,
And that’s what was making me sick.
But it wasn’t that
After all.

I’d like very much
To see those
Glow-in-the-dark
Pictures.
Once for marveling,
Twice to check and make sure my heart isn’t
Made of thick paper
Or citrus flesh,
Prone to tearing open,
And dripping down your wrist.

Break my ribs.
Thirty compressions,
High-quality.
I think it’d be nice for someone else to pump the blood
around my body
For a change.
I’ve never once had a break.
Someone should really do something
About that.
Put canned-plastic breath into my still lungs,
Fast filling with lymph.

In consciousness,
I worry that these lungs
Are temporal,
Or on borrowed credits.
That their lifespan
And my lifespan
Might not match up.
But of course, they will.
We are bound, lashed together, firmly by raw sinews,
And wires the diameter
Of a single cell.

Where they go, I go.
In fear,
In ill,
I go.

I long for quiet,
Or maybe for grief.
And when it comes, I can’t stand it.
All of this–
It means I am dying.
My god,
Have I already reached my zenith-state?
Am I right of the bell curve?
Please,
Turn that background whir back on
Before I teeter off completely.
For Chrissake,
Give me those keys.
I am dying
They never told me
How my bones would crack apart,
How my throat would tear in half

All so I could come out better:
They never told me
That, in order to be born anew,
I’d have to die.

They tricked me! I thought
It was a sacrifice I was willing to make.

That if I just broke enough,
I’d become what I wanted to be.

They never told me
I would wake up with the ache
Of all the failed attempts
As the only thing holding me together.
POINT OF VIEW

Digital art by Anonymous
TEAPOT OF THOUGHTS

Poem by Katie Livermore

I try and I try
with all of my might
to get every single
tiny answer right.

studying is boring
so I found a new way–
it involves pouring,

everyday I take
a brewed teapot of thoughts
put the spout to my ear
and wait till it stops.

but sometimes
right before a test
I lean too far over
and pour out the rest.
letters will scramble
and I’ll start to ramble
words in Spanish
will just start to vanish
and all that’s in my
tea cup of a head
will be as useful as lead.

studying is as muddying
as boots in the rain
I’d rather dance in puddles
than burden my brain.

WRITING YOUR THESIS PAPER

T’ang poem by Erica De Sutter Summerville

talk think read draft write
work sweat book scribe cite
late night neck ache quick
quote pen mark cry type
your back gleamed in the moonlight
like a dewy hill
and i sat there running my fingertips
across every freckle
mourning already where we would have go from here
any second now
any second

you laughed at the way my face looked,
unblinking in the dark while
i memorized how your smile looked
as if memorizing a eulogy
crumpling up the scribbled notecards
and facing the congregation
“We are gathered here today...”

it was in the first beams of morning
watching you blink open your eyes
that i learned what religion must feel like
and i saw God in your furrowed brow
i felt the holy spirit between your teeth
I was witness to the reincarnation
the resurrection
i could have said “amen”
when you asked me to leave
EQUINOX
Digital art by Trinity Farr
UNTITLED

Digital photography by Wyatt Cross
THREE

*Flash fiction piece by Maria Tejeda Solórzano*

Sometimes a story can be told in three parts.

Number One: You are born and you can see her, your lifeline and creator, the one who raised you and taught you how to say “Te quiero mucho”.

Number Two: You change, transform, grow as tall as her, and you love her with your whole heart, even as you extend that love to the others she bears after you.

Number Three: You watch as she is lowered into the ground. Hands grab your shoulders, tug at your shirt, and the ones she bared after you ask “Now que nos va a pasar? What are we going to do?” But you say nothing as she is finally laid to rest.
LEAVE!
Poem by Nicolai Trung

When someone I am interested in leaving me for the pursuit of another/others
I let them go and wish them luck.
for another great couple is about to be formed
for I am practicing and learning to be happy for others’ harvests
  for I know mine has yet to come and will come and is going to come
    for a greater promise that I made to myself
“You accept the love you think you deserve”

and I
and you
deserve better

Maybe not even better
just different
some other types of love

full of sweets
full of life
full of lessons

So
i wish you luck, love, and light
for another great couple is about to blossom
for one day someone would give me the same blessings
  i will embrace it
    tightly
      mine
CASUAL ACQUAINTANCES
Oil in canvas by Adeline Hull
YOU pressed my heart with yours
I clung to you
When I needed you most
I held your short paws
You pulled them away most of the time
I laughed every time

Every time you snuggle into the smallest spots
The way you laid your whole belly onto the floor
The way you struggle to get up on the couch
The way you dropped your chew toy
When you did get on the couch

But now
I realize you
You are the loss
I'm struggling the most with
Thanks to you
I have what I need
To move on
You're not gone yet
But I know the end is drawing near

For now
Can I hold you?
One last time?
PUFFIN PALS
Linoleum black print by Talia Caldwell
Authenticity is not a statement of fact.
   A mirage of honesty is inevitable, when the
Borders between fact and fiction stretch
   from life to death. When the birds land on the
Chthonic cracks splintering across the
   meadows, when the organs turn to mud and
Detritus on the floor of the poplar box, a
   feast for the bugs and beasties—
Every truth is dust. Persephone folds you
   in her blossoming arms, wrapping vines and
Flowers around your withering limbs.
   She whispers into your hair, mother and murderer,
Gardens of promises disintegrating at her
   feet. You don’t care, happy to be
Home, in one way or another. You don’t
   yet realize what’s gone. What you’ve lost. It’s an
Innocent moment, uncontrollable, two
   friends reuniting. You hope it never ends, because
Justice can’t live where nothing else does.
   Or maybe we’re wrong again, maybe the only
Kindness in a place such as this is the
   inescapability of knowing. What is lost is
Lost. Does it matter if it was real or not?
   Of course it does, you yell at us as your body
Mummifies in the damp earth, black fabric
   becoming bandages; We understand. But we are
Nocturnal, most aware when the light dims.
   We’re trying to help, we sob as you
Open black holes in the cemetery,
   swallowing breath and beads and wax and feathers.
Persephone holds you by the ankles. A void
   is only what you give it. And it doesn’t let go.
Quickly, as if the eulogy never happened,
   dirt and rocks crumbling around thin fingers, you
Rise from the flower beds, perfectly turned
   just for you. We are upset. You
Surrender the serenity we wove for
   your sleep. She wouldn’t have hurt you. The lies were
Temporary. The sincerity was real. You’re
   irrational, dear, casting lines into graves. It’s
Unnerving, really, the roots you disturbed
   and the fires you set. We miss you. Your
Vanity is forgiven. Please come home
   (in one way or another). You don’t have to
Weather any more storms up there.
   You can be warm, safe. Persephone will kiss you until
Xanthetic petals bloom from your pores, tinting
   the world gold, and we will hold your hands,
Yarrow and daisies curling from the ends
   of your hair. You can be as you were at the
Zenith of your life, radiant and whole and
   blissfully ignorant of the abyss calling you home.
FADED HIGHWAYS
Cyanotype, Acrylic pens, Gel Pens, Colored Pencils by Talia Caldwell
There is a sweetness hid
Between the crackling pages
Of an old tome of poetry.
The pages rip with reading
As if the book is bleeding
So old that it needs heeding
Or in two volumes it will crack!
But hidden neath the rippage,
The ink blots,
The snippets-
A secret rose garden scents the blotted ink
And yellowed page.
If you wait and listen,
Find a jar to rest your pen in-
Letting your eyes drink in
The words written cross the page-
Child you’ll find gardens,
You’ll find lovers
You’ll find riches
(far more valuable than any man can say)
For by poet’s law is written
And by God’s good grace is given,
Love-
In between the pages
Of an old tome of poetry.
MANIC PIXIE MERMAID

Prose by Anonymous

It was Halloween and I came as I am in a glittery mermaid costume that was a tad too tight but no one else noticed because I remembered to wrap my arms around my midsection whenever compelled to bend or sit. I wore false eyelashes, waterproof eyeliner, waterproof lipstick and waterproof glitter on my cheeks. One has to be pretty underwater too, or what’s the point?

It was nightmarish. It always is. To giggle like a fairy princess at punchlines I either didn’t even hear or didn’t understand. They just kept talking and yapping, somewhat sensibly at first till the alcohol filled their warm veins and it all just cascaded into a twitching gray slush of half living primordial diction that I could hardly believe I was tolerating. I hadn’t had more than a single shot that night. I wanted to cut back; I didn’t want to turn into the tearful mess that Tom would let lie beside him through the morning while he dreamed of other girls.

Tom told me to take my top off because he thought “It’d be funny,” so I did, and it was. It was funny that I would do something like that for a boy as obnoxiously tit focused as Tom, arguing with him at first as if I really had some semblance of my honor remaining. I could have killed him if I’d wanted to. Could have dragged him with me under the icy waves and tied his body deep down at one of the lonely edges of my forest. Who would know it was me? Who would guess that the cheery, easy-going Mira was the real culprit?

But Tom’s the only one who knows who I am. Not a soul but him has seen my fires; has seen me scream in a rainstorm and still had the guts to invite me to his halloween party. I spend most of my time around him wondering what sort of face he’d make choking ocean water down into his tar - crusted lungs, but the thought of having no one to complain to about men that act the way he does keeps me from it every time. Not to say he’s seen the bed of sandy green bones I sleep upon. That’s all mine.

I was standing fenced in by a circle of flesh, slime and spraying spit, dreaming of dense emerald waves, when I realized that I’d been asked a question. A boy in an elf costume stared blankly at me through intoxicated eyes; cloudy gray, devoid of any complex thought. “Well, do ya Mira? Do ya?” I tried to think of what he might have asked. I glanced at Tom for support but he was far too entranced by the dense emerald of his jello shot. Damn. Their dewy eyes beamed into me like flood lights, and I shook and sighed and said,

“I uh, I think I’m gonna throw up.”

Nauseous, I stumbled into the cold October air in nothing but my bra and skirt, outside of a pale yellow house that had been left to Tom by his late grandmother. I felt sick, but I was fine. No vomit this time. I was sober.

Why had I stuck myself in this dome of shallow joy? Wondering, endlessly; what would happen if I were to yell? To scream? To say I’m just tired and I want to go home? Would they even believe it? Leave me in the dust? Stranded on the icy shore like driftwood?

I shoulda stood up. I shoulda set Tom’s shirt of fire with his own lighter, dumped tequila on the bastard and said “Fuck you, you’re a misogynistic coward and you use women to boost your ego cause your dad left you and everyone knows it.”
How could I? If it weren’t for Tom and his boisterous friends taking me in I’d be alone again. Just me and the kelp. So I waste my time on boys that don’t know me. Let them enjoy a feigned smile for a few hours before I kill them. I act like her and they love me. Then I act like me. Real me. Red eyed, spiky toothed, demon - with - a - tail me. I love to see the horror in their eyes before they go. Because I’m horrible.

I sat on the steps and waited for Tom to come out and play The Knight. He loved to play savior.

A platinum haired boy all dressed up like the douchiest of lumberjacks came sauntering towards me. Oh, a poor girl sitting all alone. All dressed up in costume? She musta come from the party, musta got her heart broken and left early. Poor poor girl, Maybe she’s sad enough to sleep with me.

Come find out.
IMAGINATION
Acrylic by Hannah Lull
Is my brain a beautiful place?
If a stranger were to come inside,
would the shards of thoughts zinging by
resemble colorful birds?
Would a poignant poem, an intricate art,
form out of the jumble of words?

Words enter through my ears and eyes,
my mouth, my hands, my memory.
I test them on my tongue,
some sweet and smooth, some salt and emery.
Rough words: they scratch my soft brain matter.
They cause transmitters’ routes to scatter.
To the unsuspecting stranger, does this chaos, disarray,
look like a bright, carefully choreographed scene from an innovative play?
The shards of glass, of brass, of sass,
are extras running to and fro;
the speeding light, the fight, the fright,
are jazzy dancers in the glow
of hot stage lights.

Is this what someone else would see?
Would the tucks and folds of my neural tissue be like a jungle filled with steam,
with shadows darting like my thoughts, which fail to filter through the screen?
Would feathers rush and shush like wind through grasses in a glade?
Would wild creatures lurk like stealthy mist in shifting shade,
before letting loose their haunting screams, untamed and free:
unbridled life echoing soft against the greenery?

In other parts, would jags and crags of city silos pierce the sky -
a milky blue oasis punctuated by and by
as jets and helicopters slice away at paradise,
carting first-class thoughts to nosebleed seats to sit and sigh,
and watch as riffraff fills the front seats, buzzed and blurred and high?

And then, above the green and graphite, urban grid and wooden tangle,
might a visitor look to the sky and marvel at bright dreams adangle,
tethered to the heavens by fine threads of deepest thought,
like stars, bejeweling space, bestowing light where there was nought?
Would my fancies spin like planets in that lofty silken space,
dancing with each other through a realm of cosmic grace?
The freeway along the line where Oregon turns into California looks different this year. Things change, I know. But I don’t remember the trees shouting this orange, or how the evergreens hug their blazing neighbors like they know the flames won’t last. I know that time turns in circles, so why am I constantly reminding myself not to claw my fingernails against the edge of it? Walking down my building’s halls at night, I let my right-hand touch lightly to the texture purposefully painted onto their walls. My fingers love this; the contact. I wrote recently that I want someone to hold me the way a body hits the surface of moving water. I feel the need to state this again. My cousin says she cried when she read the last piece I sent her; while in a dimly lit, yellow-hued, hotel stairwell, I had the most honest conversation I’ve had all year. She was wearing my coat and I was pretending not to shiver. An hour before, she made me laugh until my lungs tapped out when she ran from the security guard walking his rounds. She bolted, our joint still lit in my hand. He passed without a word; her 21-year-old face sheepish when he nodded to her standing 15 feet away. My face was already splitting, sitting on the second of three concrete steps below a sign that read “warning snakes”, its red edges warped and waning. She says she’s not good in a crisis, but I’d argue she’s worse when there isn’t one. We’ve both gotten used to toeing that line. We’ll keep coming back though, and not because of the turning trees or even because her father shared his parents with my mother, but because looking out over the steep and rocky drop-off behind the hotel, I see my mother driving her beat-up high school car down the highway over the river. She probably had long hair and I can’t put my finger on why the image of sunglasses shoved on the bridge of her nose and the orange glow bouncing off the ripples of the river is the only way I can imagine her here. Maybe it’s because it’s the only way I can imagine myself here. It’s a snapshot that I’m not even sure existed, of 1981, and dark chestnut hair, and I think a dream of leaving town. That’s what I feel every late November behind the freeway-sideline hotel; I feel the desire to leave. It brims the bottom of my stomach in a familiar way. It isn’t desperate or urgent. Actually, it makes me seep deeper into my seat, the same way I imagine my mother’s right foot pressing into the gas pedal as she left for college. Hands at ten and two, sunglasses and a sunset.
It’s always the birds. No one believes me, but it’s true. One time a flamingo unfolded its leg and spoke to me through the bars that were keeping me back. She told me her secrets. I will not be sharing those.

Another time a pigeon stole a meatball from my spaghetti.

On top of spaghetti/all covered in cheese/I lost my poor meatball/to a bird named Maurice. That’s not how the song goes, but that is how it went. The bird didn’t tell me his name. That would be ridiculous. I read it on the collar around his neck.

But this time was different. I’m not so sure it wasn’t real. Or I am sure it did happen but reality is something no one can over grasp. Or Spring Grove should’ve kept me for a few more weeks.

Janet is a good friend of mine. We met when we were just seven years old. We met again at Spring Grove. I was the only one who was a patient. I felt embarrassed at first, but then the little cup she gave me each day grew heavier. I only hang out with her for the pills now. But she also likes drugs. So sometimes I’ll let her do them with me.

Last Wednesday I went over to Janet’s. I only planned to buy some stuff off of her, but then she showed me her new parrot.

“His name is Harold,” Janet said.

“He looks like a Jonathan,” I said. We both stared at him.

“I know.” Without looking at me, she continued, “I have to go to work. You can watch Harold for me.”

“No, I can’t.”

“There are some papers on the table over there that tell you how to take care of him.” I looked at the table she gestured at to see papers of all colors covering the entire surface.

“Why are they rainbow?”

“They’re not.” Janet left.

I stayed.
ADELINE HULL (pg. 95)  
Since the inception of my art making processes, my work has always centered around a fascination of the human relationships and perceptions. As a sheepish child, I felt safe in background spaces where I could learn through the observation of people around me. This habit has not yet escaped me; I continue to observe, while my paintings become a slow representation of how I dissect the vastness of being a person. Rooted within themes of loss of innocence, passage of time, and vulnerabilities, I find gratification in locating these “soft spots”, making my work a portrayal of my own human-ness.

AI ANA RICHMOND (pg. 79)  
Writing has always been a way for me to reflect on how I see the world, process my emotions, and let go of the heavy things we all carry, if only for a brief moment. These themes are interwoven in my work--often accompanied by witches of questionable disposition--but I strive to make space for our inner child, too. Finding beauty, whether that be in silly poems or vignettes marrying my knowledge of the natural world and love of wordsmithery, is something I strive to do every day.

ALEX MCINTIRE (pg. 39)  
I have been extremely fortunate to spend time with wild orcas in very close proximity. You feel small when you’re sitting next to something 23 feet long and weighs tons. Most of their time is spent under the water, but when they surface we get a tiny glimpse into the life of an orca. That tiny glimpse at the surface is what I capture in my photos, when they are playing with kelp or each other, in those photos we can just barely start to speculate what goes on in the life of a killer whale.

ALEXIS MORRIS (pg. 15)  
The series Mid Sized explores how I am a woman who is neither skinny nor fat experience othering. I use the material of my body and clothing to highlight that it is not the body that is at issue but the clothes themselves. We try to shape and mold our bodies to fit into something that is not standard. This project is designed to reach others who have a similar experience as I do and to show them that it is simply not them. It’s the clothes.

ANAKARRINN TRACY (pg. 28, 105)  
More often, though, I write to reflect on and articulate the way I experience the world, with a particular focus on ideas relating to neurodivergence.

ANDRES DE LOS SANTOS (pg. 64)  
I wrote these poems for my Narrative Medicine class in the fall of 2022. These pieces really challenged me to open up and write about the honest and vulnerable part of me, which is also the part of me that I don’t really like sharing with others. However, I’m glad I opened up, and I’m glad that I am comfortable with sharing these pieces with the OSU community. These pieces mean the world to me, and I hope that they encourage others to open up with their writing.

ANGEL BLACK (pg. 30)  
My entire life I have been processing what I see, feel, hear, and at times I have found myself stopped, completely still in the middle of crisis and hurt. These moments become stains, and sometimes the only way to live with these speckled and ugly blotches on my memory is to reach into them and pull myself inside out. Recently, I have embraced the tragedies in my life and allowed myself to rewrite my story through art, putting myself into the victor’s seat, and not the victim’s. These recent paintings are triumphant celebrations of growth and healing, turning the stains into beautiful paintings.

ANNA GERBER (pg. 56)  
When someone is hurting mentally, they plaster on a mask. A superficial smile in order to keep others from worrying about them. With this piece the subject is a woman hiding behind a butterfly. Within the butterflies wings the shape of a smile meant to deceive. As I was drawing the butterfly, I originally wanted to incorporate eyes into the butterfly’s wings to complete the subject’s mask. However, as I was sketching the eyes, I realized I wanted the focus to be on the smile. People say that the eyes are windows to the soul, and I wanted to take those photos and paint the stains into beautiful paintings.

ARI KNIGHT (pg. 37)  
Intuition, mixed media on canvas. This was the first collage I ever made with magazine cutouts. On top of the cutouts I added Sharpie drawings and fabric paint for a 3D texture.

ARLEEN BAHL (pg. 60)  
the perfect woman was inspired by Pygmalion and Galatea IV: The Soul Attains, which is part of the Greek myth following a man named Pygmalion who created a statue of a woman he names Galatea. This statue that he falls in love with is then brought to life by Aphrodite, which then he happily marries. Learning about this myth made me think about our world and the way that
men treat women, especially women who exist as they truly are rather than as pretty statues constructed by what is considered perfect for men. It made me wonder which is better: To be hollowly perfect for the pleasures of man, or to be imperfectly ourselves, despite the pain that it brings?

ASHER WHITNEY (pg. 21)
The primary medium that I work with is paper collage. I really enjoy the process of designing a collage and pulling all the pieces together to build upon the images.

BRYNNE BOEHELCE (pg. 77, 98)
The cataclysmic force behind my poetry is my exhaustive, ineffable love for things that are at once both beautiful and tragic. Because of this, I find myself constantly drawn to imagery rooted in nature, especially in the corners of the map where it clashes, sometimes harshly, with human society. Most of my poems are written in fragments between midnight and four a.m. and pieced together later. These poems invoke painful memories that I can no longer speak about; writing them down and shrouding them in metaphors is the only way they can exist for me now.

CAT SMITH (pg. 34, 49)
I grew up in a small rural town in the Northeast Kingdom of Vermont, and with not a whole lot to do I picked up drawing as a hobby very early on. It helped that both of my parents were artistically inclined and encouraged my creativity as soon as I could hold a pencil. Over the years my love for art has grown and I continue to practice to this day. I hope to combine my interests of art and science and make a career out of it, and am currently studying Zoology and Studio Art to achieve that goal.

CHARLOTTE HANICK (pg. 68)
A unifying theme throughout Charlotte Handick’s work is the exploration of the human psyche; she looks to the internal world of the mind to understand our shared external reality. She has an introspective style reminiscent of the postmodernist confessional poets she finds inspiration in. In her reflections she explores topics such as memory, disability, and the regenerative power of language.

CELINE LOCH (pg. 3, 73)
My creations are manifestations of my view of the world as an observer, critic, and visualizer, honing into the grimness of it in visual form. My end goal as an artist is to create a piece that is hauntingly beautiful, having viewers be challenged when they see my work. Coming to terms with what they feel in what they see, alongside reality, is a concept I love to explore. I like to be experimental with how I fill space on a canvas to draw in certain elements of my work, especially in using black and white.

CLARE AKEMAN (pg. 24)
Making feelings into words, for those of us who can never say the right things

COOPER THEODORE (pg. 50)
I think stories are important because of how they help people perceive the world. Many of the stories I like can seem childish or too optimistic to some, but I believe that’s what makes them so important to me. I enjoy the feelings of optimism and altruism in the face of cynicism and corruption, and I think it helps me keep a clear mind as I make choices in my life. While my short stories might not always have happy endings (though I do try), I strive to make my protagonists good people deep down.

ELANA ROLDAN (pg. 45, 69)
My literary pieces were part of a world-building project I developed a few months ago set in a universe called “Umoya,” where the ground is made of clouds and wind chimes whisper messages of the passed. As a writer who transitioned from creating mostly poetry to prose relatively recently, Umoya was a way for me to become more familiar with a genre that was foreign to me then. My visual pieces are more random in that I draw what I want to draw at a certain time, and if it turns out good, I consider that a bonus.

ERICA DE SUTTER SUMMERVILLE (pg. 89)
I was inspired to write these pieces after taking Queer & Trans People of Color Arts & Activism with Dr. Qwo-Li Driskill. In this class we learned about T’ang poetry which comes from the Golden Age of Chinese poetry. This style of poetry consists of one syllable singular words, fixed end-rhyme schemes, and a fixed number of lines. My submissions titled Writing Your Thesis Paper, Stargazing - A First Date, and Mom Was in an Accident are all written in the style of T’ang poetry

EVA ISRAELSEN (pg. 54, 100)
I’ve worked with many different mediums in the past, but since arriving at college, I’ve been feeling my way through as many as possible to see which ones really stick to me. During this process, I’ve learned that, regardless of the medium, a theme I love depicting is the glow of things. With ink, I found myself adding stippled gradients for a glowing, seeping effect. To create a glow with paper collage, I arranged monochromatic gradients. When using acrylic in my streetlight painting, I specifically wanted to capture how each lightbulb glowed and cast light onto the different surfaces.
GRACE KNUTSEN (pg. 47)
I’m inspired by place and people and, apparently, grocery shopping. There’s love in each word I write, even if that’s accompanied by the lament of blisters and hot sun.

HADIYA RIECHERS (pg. 11, 31)
I am a writer, and I write short stories, poetry, and fantasy. I am submitting my poem, “Mountain”. I am an avid hiker, camper, and backpacker. This poem evokes the feelings that gives the mountains the mystery and power that draw us into them. “I Know Where The Road Doesn’t End” is a short story about growing up, parenting, and learning how to move forward from grief.

HAILEY TOEDTLI (pg. 70, 76)
What my work is inspired off of usually is basing my photoshoots off of really uncomfortable topics that society likes to sweep under the rug. But other than that I also try to incorporate nature photography into my portfolio because we have to enjoy it while we still have our beautiful Earth. Photography to me is a way for me to express myself and inner feelings without the voice of society keeping me silent.

H.B. (pg. 75, 87)
I write in order to turn the hardest aspects of my life into something beautiful. I believe an artist’s greatest strength is letting their life seep into their art, and letting their art take on some of their burden in return. I want my poems to not only make me feel more heard, but also to let others who can relate to the messages know they aren’t isolated for struggling.

HANNAH LULL (pg. 29, 104)
I usually write fiction pieces, rather than creative nonfiction or poetry, but these are the exceptions. I was feeling intimidated to submit to the university I personally attend, but I decided to take a risk and create writing that pushed me out of my comfort zone. I let various parts of my life serve as inspiration for the writing I would hope to contribute to OSU. It feels like home to me at this point, and I yearned for the potential to leave a piece of me here forever that adhered to my internal truth.

JADON ALLEN (pg. 26, 114)
The goal of my art is to connect people through different mediums. I strive to create stories through each piece and I hope to create works that both pique the viewer’s interest and raise questions all while expanding the boundaries of street art.

JAKKI MATTSON (pg. 14)
The work I produced and submitted exemplify a few of the different ways my body moves through spaces - as a fat, queer woman who has experienced domestic violence and, more broadly, gender-based violence. Creative avenues, like poetry, allow me to process through the traumas I’ve experienced, build connections and community with others who have experienced similar things, and work to continue to heal from these experiences.

JENNA SCHOEPFLIN (pg. 22)
I usually write fiction pieces, rather than creative nonfiction or poetry, but these are the exceptions. I was feeling intimidated to submit to the university I personally attend, but I decided to take a risk and create writing that pushed me out of my comfort zone. I let various parts of my life serve as inspiration for the writing I would hope to contribute to OSU. It feels like home to me at this point, and I yearned for the potential to leave a piece of me here forever that adhered to my internal truth.

JASON ST CLAIR (pg. 44, 59)
Seeking to explore artistic application of alternative optical technologies, I create unique photographic imagery in the infrared light wavelength spectrum between 550nm to 850nm. Photographing already beautiful locations in color infrared gives these images a surreal quality that takes the artwork to a new expressive level. To achieve these results, I opted for the infrared photography technique. In this way I can capture radiation invisible to the naked eye but having a very real impact on any organic element: tree leaves, plants, our skin...The result is a bright red coloring of the plants, which strikes the eye and destabilizes the viewer. Red shift photography energizes or dramatizes depending on the subject photographed.

JOISE HARTUNG (pg. 19)
Poetry is a way to express emotions beyond the clutter of clear dialogue. In just a few short lines down a page, a poet can make a reader feel so much emotion, which drives me to create my works. Each one expresses either personal feelings and issues I have experienced or attempts to convey the struggles and lives of those around me that I draw inspiration from. The meaning these pieces hold I will leave to the imagination of the reader. Whether they wish to interpret these poems as stories or metaphors or something more is up to them.

KAILEA WAROUW (pg. 33)
I like to make fun little drawings to pay homage to the younger me who was obsessed with being the best of the best. As an adult, I’m learning more and more everyday how to make art fun again—which is why a lot of my art are scans from my sketchbook. I like being able to draw with what I have available to me and then turn it into something that others can have too.

KASAUNDRA BONANNO (pg. 3)
Sometimes it’s hard to know what “the most right thing” to do is, and sometimes we make mistakes trying to figure that out.
KATIE LIVERMORE (pg. 72, 82, 89)
In my art, I love to take mundane things and make them exciting; choose a feeling and describe it with concepts in nature; and make everyone reading feel less alone.

KAWAIALA HUSEN (pg. 25)
I've dabbled in photography since middle school, but my interest kind of died out after graduating high school. I was gifted a film camera last Christmas, and it has been such a fun new tool for me to continue to explore photography! Getting film photos back after they've developed is always so exciting, and I love sharing the photos with the subjects! Nature and portrait photography are my strong suits, both centered around capturing the natural beauty that surrounds us.

KEANNAH HOLLISTER (pg. 53)
I make art through photography and painting on a variety of canvases with an array of subjects, typically using acrylic paint and a digital camera.

KEITH TYLER REVILLA (pg. 96)
I started writing poetry to get my emotions out but in the end I found that I can understand myself and the world around me more by writing more. It started by asking questions into the silence of blank pages, to then finding the answers in the words I've already written. I get inspired mostly from the mundane then accentuating that into the fantastical. I work my writing muscle by trying to write a short poem or just an idea for a poem every time I attend a class. I only hope that others can find something from me.

KITE (pg. 68, 78)
I enjoy creating in all mediums but digital art will always have a special place in my heart. I've met many of my best friends from all across the world through digital art and enjoy sharing and creating stories with them and being able to bring these adventures to life through my art. My drawings often feature characters and scenes to tell these stories and I hope that others can find happiness from my art and characters as I do creating and sharing them.

KRISONA WEN (pg. 19, 61)
For many of my works they come from observing the world. Whether I’m walking or doing homework, I look around the environment and make observations, I tend to look for things that interest me, from the walks at Oregon State, simply out of my window, or people around me. These are my inspirations. I create my art so that it can capture the beauty that is right in front of me, while adding my own creative liberty that is unique to me. Such as adding more intensity to my paintings and drawings. Either with color or through the lines drawn on the paper. Which I believe is seen through my art (hopefully).

LEAH KAHN (pg. 32, 58, 101)
I think if I stopped writing poetry I would cease to exist. Writing poetry is how I make sense of the world around me. I love sharing my poems, I think we each have a little bit of light within us, and if I can share that light with someone- and make their feeble flame glow a little brighter- to quote Emily Dickinson “I shall not live in vain”.

LEIGHTON GUEVARRA (pg. 18)
I'm not necessarily the type of person who would think about the future. I am more of the person that worries about the now, and living in the moment. When taking photographs, I don’t really have a message behind the photos, rather they are just moments in my life that I have decided to put on a still. My photos represent living in the moment.

LIAN MOY (pg. 13, 83)
All of my rinky dinky drawings are a way to express my emotions towards someone or something. I’m actually really terrible with conveying what I’m feeling with words, so art is a way for me to show my appreciation, love, and/or interest towards someone or something! I think art is very cool :-D

LUCAS YAO (pg. 20, 36)
Writing is how I process my lived experiences, my curiosities, and my fears. It allows me to take whatever is taking up space in my mind and store it on paper for later consumption. As a result, most of my works either directly or indirectly analyze or relay some aspect of my life, whether it be as small as a mild fear of pests or as large as an exploration of my gender identity.

MACK LIEU (pg. 42, 84)
There is an expectation to provide results that we cannot reap the emotional rewards from. Thus, a fixation on success surfaces to chase both achieve recognition and satisfaction that can never be fulfilled precisely because success is achieved for the sake of others. Confusion around how to ask for love and respect grows, and the inability to recognize that there are no required conditions to be appreciated and seen. These artworks are made to remind the viewer not only to stand in solidarity with the persona that others celebrate; but understand the singularity between the internal and external self.

MARCOS BELTRAN (pg. 43, 93)
I love dark themes that explore the darker parts of the world. A sort of realistic horror. It’s not about the monsters from the abyss, but the monsters found in the real world. My submissions don’t delve much into the
darker topics I usually write, but they do hint and tease at them. In The Bone Church I write from the point of view of one of the souls inside the bones of The Sedlec Ossuary in the Czech Republic. In the others, I talk about grief and abuse and the silent torment that comes with a simple, dark room.

MIRANDA LENORE (pg. 9)
Miranda Lenore’s work is fueled by working through trauma in less-than-obvious ways. She seeks to create an emotional home for people who are “othered” by society, validate complicated feelings, and create a sense of belonging. Her intention is to provide an abstract foundation for necessary conversations about mental health, relationships, and self-worth.

NATASIA AFONIN (pg. 23)
The meaning behind my artwork is outdoor based, representing the natural essences of landscapes and plants. My work is based mostly on painting plein air to capture the landscape in its present moment. At times surreal colors are created and painted into the landscape to give it new meaning. By concentrating on painting landscapes, I’m able to document the natural landscapes in the present moment. Using acrylic, gouache and oil I’m able to create colors that feel natural to the landscape. At times they develop into new colors but the idea and concept is still there.

NICOLAI TRUNG (pg. 94)
My work is an extension of how I view and feel the world. They always come to me when they would like to, and never the other way around. Even though my mediums are mostly written words and spoken performances, I do like to venture out and seek other possibilities of my arts. I like to think of myself as some kind of fruit. Planted, bloom, grow, and change forms. As a scholar, writer, and community builder, I enjoy writing and thinking on a variety of topics. But most importantly, I hope the work I bring to this world connects, bridges, and reconciles between different beings, especially with what is going on.

OLIVER HARKOLA (pg. 80)
Inspired by the work of Robin Wall Kimmerer, Oliver’s work engages their own experiences developing intentional, reciprocal relationships with human and more-than-human subjects to nurture community and personal growth. They’re particularly interested in what it can look like to practice building loving relationships with the more-than-human world while deconstructing notions of human exceptionalism as a Euro-American within a settler colonial society.

PAVEL SENGUPTA (pg. 40)
The only expression for those feelings which have no words is art. Poetry in general has been my passion. This piece highlights where I get my strength to write poetry. The fountainhead of my inspiration are my darkest moments. ‘The purple stranger’ speaks to those who have lived in shadows, those who have lived all their lives alone, and has lost hope in existence. It is the importance of teaching others to not ignore people, to break our ego and find love with the grey. Sometimes all it takes is courage spoken in words.

PHOEBE ANDROMEDA (pg. 55)
Sometimes, our most tender and delicate emotions need to be nurtured with kindness and understanding before they’re strong enough to be shared. Poetry provides the nonjudgmental space to get out what’s in my head. And, when I share it, I find that my “horribly shameful” emotions are wholly relatable to others and that we are all a little more human than we may let on.

PHOENIX (pg. 63)
Words and hope, freedom and dreams. I want to be able to give someone a spark of hope when I write, the freedom to just imagine their dreams and watch them come true.

REBECCA KNIGHT (pg. 56)
In my poetry, I am very interested in descriptive imagery, and human connection to land and the natural world. Every minute on this alien planet is totally magical, and I try to illuminate that with my writing. A lot of my poetry is written for the purpose of self-actualization, to try to articulate my inner feelings into a piece of artwork that someone else could feel touched by.

ROSE DIXON (pg. 8)
I use artwork in place of words to express myself. Through my artwork, I illustrate my anxieties, fears, and thoughts in terms that I hope others can relate to. Horror is a genre of pure unapologetic emotion, which is why it’s my genre of choice. Oddly fitting, my artistic process is often terrifying to onlookers - involving
a lot of pen ink, bright reds, chaotic improvising, and unconventional materials. It’s tiring, but fun.

**SABRINA SHE** *(pg. 52)*
Exam Table has a sardonic tone and focuses on the shapes and sounds of the words and how they feel in your mouth.

**SAM GROETSCH** *(pg. 85)*
The poem is a modified haibun/haiku chain and is eighteen lines long, the Jewish number for life. The image was digitally made based on AI prompting, meaning emerging from randomness.

**SCARLET HARRISON** *(pg. 46)*
Throughout history, society has assigned value to women based on their appearance and sexual performance. I aim to challenge these negative views on women, to bring awareness to the subjection and objectification women face, and to fight the male gaze, reclaiming our bodies and minds as individual and unique women. I also explore the universal experience of emotions, thoughts, and actions that are a part of not only women’s nature, but general human nature. My intention is to exploit the very treatment women endure, in order to provoke empathy and compassion that we need to provide for ourselves and each other.

**SHEYANNE LOOSE** *(pg. 48)*
Expectation is a heavy concept, as is the idea that perfection itself exists. I was inspired by the expectation I encounter in my own day to day life.

**SIENA BUCHANAN** *(pg. 16)*
I write because I can’t not write. There are too many ideas, too many characters living in my head that need to pay rent for the space they take up. I’ve written short prose since around seventh grade, but my writing skill really took off two years ago when I wrote my first novel. I’ve since written three novels and am working on a fourth. I like to explore fun worlds and interesting ideas with my stories, using my characters as a medium to experience the world around them.

**SOPHIA ADALEEN TOWNSLEY** *(pg. 35, 63, 69)*
I write mostly because it’s fun—on the off chance I get to creep someone out or make them laugh, there’s an added bonus. I don’t think my ‘process’ could possibly benefit anyone. It’s a lot of overthinking and starting over, and is frankly unhealthy at times. But it does lead me to some pretty cool places (sometimes).

**STEPHANIE PLATA** *(pg. 74, 107)*
I don’t always have much time to create but I feel really accomplished when I get an opportunity to express myself. I am still learning new techniques, using different mediums, and trying to work out my own style. There is a lot of similarity between my art and my personality; kind of everywhere but also kind of cool.

**SYDNEY MARKER** *(pg. 12, 38, 66)*
The Bone Fairy is a short story I wrote during a workshop. I hope for this to be the prelude into a longer mystery short story. I wrote Faith after being inspired by a writing prompt I found online. I thought this particular idea would really allow me to explore not only the loyalty of dogs that we all know so well but what the death of a god actually looks like. Finding the Light is a song about finding your way through hard times. The reflective tone of the piece represents the consideration that is often given to hard times that have passed and the eventual acceptance of those time.

**TALIA CALDWELL** *(pg. 97, 99)*
My expressionist art work comes from a zen mindset where I develop subconscious work. The process is planned out very little as I allow myself to create with little restriction. Tied in with elements of fantasy and abstract subjects, my art attempts to fill in the gaps of our consciousness.

**TRINITY FARR** *(pg. 84, 94)*
When I am going through hard times, I think about how pushing myself encourages me to flourish in ways I didn’t know possible. Through decay there is growth. This is a mindset that I tried to practice in the aftermath of quarantine, and the effects of burnout. This piece is a reminder to myself as well as a reminder to others that there is power in your survival.

**WANYU ZHU** *(pg. 67)*
What I often want to express in my photos is loneliness. I think everyone is lonely. Although you may have a lot of friends to go out with, there is still a lonely part in your heart.

**WILL HAWKINSON** *(pg. 10)*
As art goes, I am very much a novice. Since I enjoy going outside to explore our world, I feel that photography is a great tool to not only capture the places I go, but also create memories. Photography is very much capturing time within a frame, and I never want to forget what I see on this planet. I like to use my time machine ;).!

**WYATT CROSS** *(pg. 92)*
For these pieces, I was thinking through ideas of queerness, home, nostalgia, and memory and the tension that exists between some of these ideas. Though the pieces can stand on their own, I wrote and created the pieces keeping in mind the ways that they both connect to and push against one another.
PORTAL TEE
Fashion by Jadon Allen